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1990’s: Parody
2010’s: Solid Advice



Today’s agenda:

• Brief re-acquaintance with QM
• Randomness
• Superposition
• Basis and projection

• Quantum computing
• Essential quantum advantage: Deutsch’s Algorithm

• Quantum networking
• Quantum entanglement: where can I get some?
• Quantum Cryptography, the new killer app
• Entanglement as a resource, teleporting it around



Quantum randomness all around you

Some photons are reflected 
by window glass, others go 
straight through.

If photons are individual 
particles, how does each 
one make a decision?

Where is the randomness?



First guess: decision at each point
“The Road Not Taken”   
-- Robert Frost

Left: Outcome 1 Right: Outcome 2

Intuitive but provably incorrect:

Mach-Zehnder 
Interferometer 
shows output at 
only one exit; 
photon must have 
taken both paths

Glass

Glass

Glass

Mirror

Mirror



Superposition: take both paths
“Of course people do go 
both ways.”      -- Scarecrow

Single outcome: ⟩|Left + ⟩|Right / 2

Superposition evolves until random 
outcome is determined at detection step

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏 Left = ⟨Left | ⟩Left + | ⟩Right / 2
!

= Left Left / 2 + Left Right / 2
!

= 1 = 0

= 1/2



All your bases are equivalent….
Classical E&M 
Polarizations

Horizontal

Vertical
Diagonal

Anti-diagonal | ⟩D = ⟩|H + ⟩|V / 2
| ⟩A = ⟩|H − ⟩|V / 2

⟩|H , ⟩|V ⟩|D , ⟩|AQuantum Mechanical
Bases:

| ⟩H = ⟩|D + ⟩|A / 2
| ⟩V = ⟩|D − ⟩|A / 2

H V H VD

Two polarizer experiment: Three polarizer experiment:

Mix ⟩|H None Mix
| ⟩H =
⟩|D + ⟩|A / 2

| ⟩D =
⟩|H + ⟩|V / 2 ⟩|V



Essentials of quantum computing:

• Initialize a non-classical superposition state at input
• Process “normally” but keep all computing components 

completely isolated from the outside world
• Note: all computation steps must be reversible, no 

information loss along the way
•Output state can be a non-classical superposition, need 

to interface carefully
• Cleverly choose a basis to measure the output, which 

will isolate the select information you want



Deutsch and the ur-algorithm

𝑓 𝑎| ⟩𝑎 | ⟩𝑋 A function 𝑓(𝑎) with a one-bit input 𝑎 ∈ 0,1
and a one-bit output 𝑋 ∈ 0,1

To fully map 𝑓(𝑎) we need to evaluate the function twice, 𝑓(0) and 𝑓 1

But if we can input a superposition  | ⟩𝑎 = ⟩|0 + ⟩|1 / 2 and measure the 
output carefully, we can answer the select question “Is 𝑓(0) = 𝑓(1)?” with 
only one evaluation of the function – quantum advantage!



Details, details…

𝑓 𝑎| ⟩𝑎 | ⟩𝑓 𝑎 XOR 𝑏

| ⟩𝑏 | ⟩𝑏
Embed 𝑓(𝑎) in a reversible 

quantum circuit with two input 
qubits | ⟩𝑎 | ⟩𝑏 and two output 

qubits | ⟩𝑓 𝑎 XOR 𝑏 | ⟩𝑏

1. Start with input qubits | ⟩𝑎 | ⟩𝑏 in superposition state ⟩0 ⟩0 − ⟩0 ⟩1 + ⟩1 ⟩0 − | ⟩1 | ⟩1 /2

2. Run circuit with one evaluation of f().  Output qubits | ⟩𝑓 𝑎 XOR 𝑏 | ⟩𝑏 are now in superposition 
state ⟩𝑓 0 XOR 0 ⟩0 − ⟩𝑓 0 XOR 1 ⟩1 + ⟩𝑓 1 XOR 0 ⟩0 − ⟩𝑓 1 XOR 1 ⟩1 /2

2. Measure upper output qubit in basis | ⟩+ = ⟩|0 + ⟩|1 / 2 and | ⟩− = ⟩|0 − ⟩|1 / 2 after 
some algebra discover | ⟩+ result when 𝑓(0) = 𝑓(1) and | ⟩− result when 𝑓(0) ≠ 𝑓(1)



Quantum Computing, once all the rage…

Quantum 
Computing
Evolving and 

reading out large 
non-classical 

quantum states



Quantum Information Science & Technology

Quantum 
Computing
Evolving and 

reading out large 
non-classical 

quantum states

Quantum 
Networking

Creating, storing 
and transporting 

large non-classical 
quantum states

Quantum 
Sensors

Improving 
performance 

using non-classical 
quantum states

Quantum 
Simulators
Modelling 

quantum systems 
with easier 

quantum systems

“Gentlemen, what are the four pillars?”  -- Dead Poets Society (1989)

✓✓✓



⟩|00
⟩|01
⟩|10
⟩|11

Quantum	Computer

⟩(|00 + ⟩|11 )/ 2 ≝ Φ!

⟩(|00 − ⟩|11 )/ 2 ≝ Φ"

⟩(|01 + ⟩|10 )/ 2 ≝ Ψ!

⟩(|01 − ⟩|10 )/ 2 ≝ Ψ"

Qbit

Qbit

Separable States
Classical-like

Non-Separable States
No classical analogue

“Entangled”

A Two-(Qu)Bit 
Hilbert Space

All the “oomph” of quantum technology 
comes from using more dimensions in 

multi-particle Hilbert space



Safety tip: No cloning allowed
Measuring a quantum system projects it into a basis state, 
so some information on the initial state is inevitably lost: 
no general classical copying

Quantum copying turns out to be forbidden by the No-Cloning Theorem; 
more involved, can be seen as a consequence of information conservation

However, as long as a quantum state is not measured/projected 
then it can be • Converted between physical qubit types (Transduction)

• Carried, carefully, over long distances (Networking)
• Stored and read back (Quantum memories)
• Destroyed in one place and re-incarnated in the same state 

somewhere else (Teleportation, Entanglement Swapping)



Quantum Transduction

⟩|𝑋𝑌 78 ⟩|00 798 ⟩|Φ :;< → ⟩|00 78 ⟩|𝑋𝑌 798 ⟩|Φ′ :;<

T
T

Quantum	Computer	
(QC)

Quantum	Transmission	
Channel	(QTC)

RoW = “Rest of the World”

A necessary condition for 
quantum transduction is 
that the final state Φ′ of 
the rest of the world is the 
same independent of the 
state of the qubits; this is 
equivalent to saying there is 
no interaction between the 
physical qubits and the 
outside world, e.g. no 
information leakage.

PWS currently PI for BNL LDRD to demonstrate quantum transduction between superconducting 
resonators and room-temperature photons, mediated by atomic vapor; details to follow.

⟩(|10 !" + ⟩|01 !") ⟩|00 !#" ⟩|Φ $%& → ⟩|00 !" ⟩(|10 !#" + ⟩|01 !#") ⟩|Φ′ $%&Linearity:



Entanglement as a resource
Entangled pairs can be created, transmitted, and stored -- where can I get some?

2

rotatated waveplates can be used to invert the Unitary
transformation undergone within the fiber and thus re-
move any elliptical or circular polarization from the pho-
tons. After the waveplates, the photons passes through
a linear polarizer mounted on an automated rotator and
then into a single photon detector where individual hits
and coincidences are counted. Whenever two photons
arrive at the detector within 5ns of each other a coin-
cidence is recorded.The coincidence rate is measured as
a function of the two angles ↵ and � of the two linear
polarizers.

Using C(↵,�) as the coincidence data from the experi-
ment we will obtain the correlation function E(↵,�) from
the experiment. If one can show the S value from equa-
tion 3 is calculated to be higher than 2 then entanglement
is present on the receiver.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP

FIG. 1. This is the entanglement source used for the experi-
ment. The blue arrow represent blue laser light (wavelength -)
that hits multiple mirrors and then BBO crystal undergoing
SPDC. It produces two red laser outputs (wavelength 810nm)
which are guided by mirrors into the detectors and through
the wire into the receiver section. The Dark Blue arrows show
one injector is named Alice and another is named which will
be used in the discussion.

Figure 1 shows the picture of the entanglement source
(qutools quED) which is commercially available. For
this experiment the injectors labeled Alice (left one) and
Bob (right one) were implanted on the source. Each of
the injectors consists of a circular polarizer followed by
a linear polarizer, beam splitter and mirrors to guide
the beam into the detector and through the wire that
leads to the receiver. We used wires of various length
(1m, 100m, 2000m) throughout the semester but this pa-
per will only contain discussion of the 100m fiber wire.

A closed quantum system evolve unitarily [3]. When
the entangled photons travel through the fibers out of

FIG. 2. Figure shows the receiver section of the experiment.
The three waveplates works as a compensator. Firstly infared
light is used as incoming beam that goes through the wave-
plates into the disk at the middle which contains a mirror
that guides the beam into the polarimeter. The polarimeter
is used to get the desired polarization from the light. When
the actual experiment is run incoming entangled photons un-
dergoes a transformation through the combination of three
waveplates and into the rotating linear polarizer.

the source they undergo a unitary transformation which
changes their stokes parameters and hence polarization.
Injectors Alice and Bob as well as the three waveplates
shown in figure 2 are used to reverse the unitary transfor-
mation to maintain the original polarization and stokes
parameters. The three waveplates will be referred to as
compensators.
Before experiment can begin an In-fared Ray laser of

785nm is guided through the injectors and the compen-
sators into the mirror situated in the disk portion in the
middle of the receiver and into the polarimeter. The po-
larimeter is connected to a computer where the output
can be seen on a Poincaré sphere with a detailed infor-
mation on the Stokes parameters.
Poincaré sphere is a graphical tool in three dimen-

sional space that illuminate the polarization state of
light using the Stokes parameter. The equator of this
sphere contains linearly polarized light. Hence co-
ordinates for H(horizontal), V(Vertical), D(Diagonal),
A(Antidiagonal) polarized lights are situated on the
equator. The two poles of the sphere contains co-
ordinates for Left hand circularly polarized light and
Right hand circularly polarized light.
The waveplates on the compensators are rotated such

that the observed output from the polarimeter lies on
the equator of the Poincaré sphere. This ensures that
the polarization of the output through the fiber from the
source is linear and as it goes through the rotating linear
polarizer no information is lost, preserving the bell states.
After the linear polarization has been achieved through

both Alice and Bob injectors by the In-fared Ray laser of
785nm the experiment can be run where the entangled
photons goes into the rotating linear polarizers named
↵ and �. The rotating linear polarizer in the receiver
associated with the Alice injector is channel one which
corresponds to ↵ and Bob injector is channel two which
corresponds to �. Angles ↵ and � are the angles from

Polarization Entangled Photon Pair Creation

Pair 
Rate

Polarizer angles

⟩|𝐻𝐻 + ⟩|𝑉𝑉 ⟩|𝐻𝐻 + ⟩|𝑉𝑉 = ⟩|𝐷𝐷 + ⟩|𝐴𝐴Note:



In-field entanglement distribution over a 96 km-long submarine optical fibre⇤

Sören Wengerowsky,1, 2, † Siddarth Koduru Joshi,1, 2 Fabian Steinlechner,1, 2 Julien R. Zichi,3, 4 Sergiy. M. Dobrovolskiy,4

René van der Molen,4 Johannes W. N. Los,4 Val Zwiller,3, 4 Marijn A. M. Versteegh,3 Alberto Mura,5 Davide
Calonico,5 Massimo Inguscio,6, 7 Hannes Hübel,8 Anton Zeilinger,1, 9 André Xuereb,10 and Rupert Ursin1, 2, ‡

1Institute for Quantum Optics and Quantum Information - Vienna (IQOQI), Austrian Academy of Sciences, Vienna, Austria
2Vienna Center for Quantum Science and Technology (VCQ), Vienna, Austria

3Department of Applied Physics, Royal Institute of Technology (KTH), SE-106 91 Stockholm, Sweden
4Single Quantum B.V., 2628 CGH Delft, The Netherlands

5I.N.Ri.M.—Istituto Nazionale di Ricerca Metrologica, Turin, Italy
6LENS and Dipartimento di Fisica e Astronomia, Università di Firenze, 50019 Sesto Fiorentino, Italy

7CNR - Consiglio Nazionale delle Recerche, 00185 Rome, Italy
8Security & Communications Technologies; Center for Digital Safety & Security,

AIT Austrian Institute of Technology GmbH, Donau-City-Str. 1, 1220 Vienna, Austria
9Quantum Optics, Quantum Nanophysics and Quantum Information,

Faculty of Physics, University of Vienna, Boltzmanngasse 5, Vienna 1090, Austria
10Department of Physics, University of Malta, Msida MSD 2080, Malta

Techniques for the distribution of quantum-secured cryptographic keys have reached a level of maturity allow-
ing them to be implemented in all kinds of environments, away from any form of laboratory infrastructure. Here,
we detail the distribution of entanglement between Malta and Sicily over a 96 km-long submarine telecommu-
nications optical fibre cable. We used this standard telecommunications fibre as a quantum channel to distribute
polarisation-entangled photons and were able to observe around 257 photon pairs per second, with a polarisation
visibility above 90%. Our experiment demonstrates the feasibility of using deployed submarine telecommuni-
cations optical fibres as long-distance quantum channels for polarisation-entangled photons. This opens up a
plethora of possibilities for future experiments and technological applications using existing infrastructure.

Quantum cryptography promises a conceptual leap in infor-
mation security. It proposes impenetrable physical-layer secu-
rity for communication systems, based on the laws of quantum
physics and not on assumptions on the limits of the compu-
tational power an adversary may or may not possess in the
present or future. The past two decades have seen a flurry
of work in quantum key distribution (QKD), and the underly-
ing principles of the technique have been established by now
[1–6]. Constant improvement has seen the experiments dis-
tribute cryptographic keys over ever-longer distances [7, 8]
and increase the speed of key generation [9–11]. Intrinsi-
cally a point-to-point technology, QKD can however be com-
bined with other ideas to extend quantum security to entire
networks [12–19]. Effort is also well underway to expand
the reach of QKD systems, aiming at linking cities [5, 18];
connecting continents with space-based links [20–23] has
also been demonstrated, thus ushering in the possibility of a
quantum-secure world-wide network. Aside from the possi-
bility of truly secure long-distance communication, quantum
networks and device-independent approaches in general are
expected to have new applications, e.g., for randomness gen-
eration and distribution.

Quantum entanglement holds the potential to form the ba-
sis of device-independent quantum-secure cryptography [24,
25] and is therefore especially interesting for applications.
Amongst the many degrees of freedom which can be used to

⇤ Correspondence and requests for materials should be addressed to Sören
Wengerowsky and Rupert Ursin.

† soeren.wengerowsky@univie.ac.at
‡ rupert.ursin@oeaw.ac.at

encode quantum informations, polarisation entangled qubits
have the benefit that they are easy to measure and prepare
with a high fidelity. Polarisation is an extraordinarily suitable
carrier of quantum information over long distances, because
there are no significant depolarisation effects over distances
of the order of 100 km, in both air and optical fibres. Changes
in polarisation, which might happen, can in general be very
well represented by unitary transformations and are therefore
easily undone.

Polarisation-entangled qubits are used less frequently than
time-bin qubits [26] to distribute quantum information and
quantum cryptographic keys over optical fibres, since the lat-
ter is conventionally regarded as more suitable [27–29] for this
purpose.

More generally, and despite the increasing level of matu-
rity shown by some quantum technologies, it remains neces-
sary to demonstrate the robustness of entanglement distribu-
tion required for its deployment in industrially relevant oper-
ational environments. While the distribution of entanglement
via free-space [6, 32, 33] and satellite links [34, 35] has seen
tremendous advancement in the recent past, the vast majority
of previous fibre-based experiments have been performed un-
der idealised conditions such as a fibre coil inside a single lab-
oratory [36–39]. Notable exceptions include the distribution
of time-bin entangled photons over 18 km of telecommunica-
tions fiber [40] and polarisation-entangled photon pairs over
1.45 km [41] and 16 km [42], respectively. Recently, quan-
tum teleportation has been shown in deployed fibre networks,
using time-bin encoding over 16 km [43] and polarisation-
entangled photons [44] over 30 km. Entanglement swapping
using time-bin encoding has also been shown over 100 km fi-
bre, whereby the receivers were 12.5 km apart [45].
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FIG. 2. The cross-correlation function between the time tags from
Malta and Sicily shows a peak at a relative delay of approximately
532281 ns, which corresponds to the length of the fibre, when we
take into account the different latencies of the detection systems. The
FWHM of approximately 0.7 ns is attributed to timing uncertainty of
the SPADs in Sicily (approx. 400 ps), the dispersion of the fibre link
(approx. 500 ps) and other effects related to the triggering and jitter
in the time-tagging units (approx. 300 ps).

conservation of energy during the down-conversion process
from a well-defined pump energy, polarisation-entangled pho-
ton pairs are found at equal spectral distance from the central
frequency. We used approximately 0.6 nm FWHM band-pass
filters to separate signal and idler photons at an equal spec-
tral distance of the channels from the central wavelength of
1550.15 nm. ITU DWDM channel 36 (ls = 1548.52 nm)
was chosen for the signal photons to be sent to Sicily while
the idler photons in channel 32 (li = 1551.72 nm) were de-
tected locally in Malta.

Locally in Malta, the visibility of the source was measured
at approximately 98% in the diagonal–anti-diagonal (DA) po-
larisation basis and 97% in the horizontal–vertical (HV) ba-
sis. The local heralding efficiency was approximately 12%,
measured on the superconducting nanowire single photon de-
tector (SNSPD) system; roughly 28 000 pairs were detected
per milliwatt of pump power. Two SNSPDs, necessary for
handling the high countrates involved, were employed in the
detection system in Malta and operated at an efficiency of ap-
proximately 54% and 59%, and with a dark-count rate of ap-
proximately 550 and 470 counts per second, respectively.

The detection system used in Sicily was more mobile and
was in fact mounted in a vehicle that was moved to the loca-
tion and connected to the submarine fibre daily. This detec-
tion system used single-photon avalanche detectors (SPADs)
which present very different characteristics to SNSPDs in
terms of efficiency and dark counts. One detector had an ef-
ficiency of approximately 2–4% at a dead-time of 1µs and
approximately 140 dark counts per second, while the other
operated at an efficiency of approximately 10% at a dead-time
of 5µs with approximately 550 dark counts per second.

Entanglement characterisation. The photon arrival times
were written to computer files locally and independently in
Malta and Sicily. The two-photon coincidence events were
identified by performing a cross-correlation between the time
tags from Malta and Sicily, as shown in Fig. 2. To quantify the
quality of the entangled state after transmission through the
submarine fibre, we performed a series of two-photon corre-

FIG. 3. Coincidence count rates for one detector pair and two
different measurement angles in Sicily (vertical [red], and diagonal
[green]) as a function of the measurement angle for the analyser in
Malta, fM, starting from H [red] or D [green]. Poissonian statistics
are assumed for the data as indicated by the error bars.

lation measurements. In Sicily, the polarisation analyser was
set to measure in either the H/V or D/A basis. The polarisation
angle fM analysed in Malta was scanned from 0° to 360° in
steps of 20°. For each angle setting in Malta we accumulated
data for a total of 60s. The best fit functions to the experimen-
tal data, two of which are shown in Fig. 3 exhibit a visibility
of 86.8% ± 0.8% in the HV basis and 94.1% ± 0.2% in the
DA basis.

Bell test. To further quantify the quality of polarisation en-
tanglement, we combined the results of the coincidence scans
to yield the CHSH quantity S(fM), which is bounded between
�2 and 2 for local realistic theories but may exceed these
bounds up to an absolute value of 2

p
2 in quantum mechanics

and therefore serves as a strong witness for entanglement [48].
To mitigate against systematic errors due to misalignment of
the polarisation reference frames, we first used a best fit to the
coincidence data (e.g. as shown in Fig. 3) to compute S(fM),
as shown in Fig. 4.

We observed the maximum Bell violation for a CHSH value
of �2.534 ± 0.08, which corresponds to approximately 90%
of the Tsirelson bound [49] in good agreement with the visi-
bility of the two-photon coincidence data. Note that this value
was obtained for fM = 63.5°, which corresponds to an offset
of 4.0° from the theoretical optimum (67.5°). We ascribe this
difference to a residual error in setting the zero point of our
wave-plates and imperfect compensation of the fibres.

Finally, we directly measured the CHSH value with the
analysers set to the theoretically optimal settings (22.5° and
157.5°) and (H/V and D/A), in Malta and Sicily, respectively.
For each measurement setting, we accumulated data for a total
of 600 seconds. This provided enough data to break down the
data series into 39 blocks per measurement setting, and per-
form a statistical analysis of the data without having to rely
on Poissonian count-rate statistics. The measured value for
the CHSH quantity in this case is 2.421± 0.008 (as illustrated
by the green horizontal line in Fig. 4), well beyond the bounds
imposed by local realistic theories, consistent with the above
value, and within the expected range.

arXiv:1803.00583
[quant-ph]

https://arxiv.org/abs/1803.00583


Quantum Cryptography: New killer app

ALICE
BOB

∞
Entangled 
Pair Source

⟩|𝐻𝐻 + ⟩|𝑉𝑉
H H

VV

H
V
V
H
V
H

H
V
V
H
V
H

Random but perfectly 
correlated observations 
at two stations constitute 

a quantum key for 
cryptography

Polarizing 
Beam Splitter

Polarizing 
Beam Splitter



Quantum Cryptography: Vulnerability?

ALICE
BOB

⟩|𝐻𝐻H H

VV

H
V
V
H
V
H

H
V
V
H
V
H

Interlopers can imitate 
the same effect by 

sending HH or VV at 
random, and they will 

then know the key

⟩|𝑉𝑉or



Quantum Cryptography: QM for the win

ALICE
BOB

∞
Entangled 
Pair Source

⟩|𝐻𝐻 + ⟩|𝑉𝑉
=
⟩|𝐷𝐷 + ⟩|𝐴𝐴

H or	D

V	or		A

HV:	H
HV:	V
DA:	A
HV:	H
DA:	D
DA:	A

Choose basis HV or AD 
randomly at each station, 

results are correlated when 
basis choices are the same; 

cannot be imitated

H or	D

V	or		A

RotatorRotator

HV:	H
DA:	D
DA:	A
HV:	H
HV:	V
DA:	A



Going the distance

⟩(|𝐻𝐻 + ⟩|𝑉𝑉 )/ 2 ≝ ⟩|Φ!

⟩(|𝐻𝐻 − ⟩|𝑉𝑉 )/ 2 ⟩≝ |Φ"

⟩(|𝐻𝑉 + ⟩|𝑉𝐻 )/ 2 ≝ ⟩|Ψ!

⟩(|𝐻𝑉 − ⟩|𝑉𝐻 )/ 2 ≝ ⟩|Ψ"

Transmission of single photons over fiber limited to <100 Km – but remember, no 
cloning/copying, so nothing like a standard classical repeater/amplifier is possible

How to go farther?  First we recall 
the set of fully entangled states, called 
the Bell State Basis:



One-hop quantum repeater

⟩𝜓 = (|𝐻𝐻 + ⟩|𝑉𝑉 ) ⟩(|𝐻𝐻 + ⟩|𝑉𝑉 )/2 = ⟩|Φ!
#$ ⟩|Φ!

%&

Initial wavefunction has two independent entangled pairs, AB and CD



One-hop quantum repeater

ψ = ⟩|Φ@
AB ⟩|Φ@

C8 + ⟩|ΦD
AB ⟩|ΦD

C8 + ⟩|Ψ@
AB ⟩|Ψ@

C8 + ⟩|ΨD
AB ⟩|ΨD

C8

After some algebra we can re-group A with D and B with C

Measurement/projection of the 
BC pair in the Bell State basis will 
partially collapse the 4-particle 
wavefunction and leave the AD
pair in a fully entangled state!

“Entanglement	Swapping”



Repeat as necessary
In principle we can chain repeater stages for as many hops as are needed to 
go the desired distance, as long as we can generate the intermediate 
entangled pairs – a form of teleportation using entanglement as a resource.



Theory

Practice
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Memories and persistence
In practice, the 
generation and 
transmission of 
photons is 
probabilistic, and so 
the simple repeater 
depends on fortunate 
coincidence.

We can de-skew and 
greatly improve 
efficiency by storing 
successful 
transmissions in 
quantum memories.



Electromagnetically Induced Transparency (EIT)
co-workers !Harris et al., 1990". The importance of EIT
stems from the fact that it gives rise to greatly enhanced
nonlinear susceptibility in the spectral region of induced
transparency of the medium and is associated with steep
dispersion. For some readable general accounts of ear-
lier work in the field, see, for example, Harris !1997" or
Scully !1992". Other more recent reviews on specific as-
pects of EIT and its applications can be found in the
articles of Lukin, Hemmer, and Scully !2000"; Matsko,
Kocharovskaya, et al. !2001"; Vitanov et al. !2001", as
well as in the topical Colloquium by Lukin !2003". It
should be emphasized that the modification of atomic
properties due to quantum interference has been studied
extensively for 25 years; see, for example, Arimondo
!1996". In particular, the phenomenon of coherent popu-
lation trapping !CPT" observed by Alzetta et al. !1976" is
closely related to EIT. In contrast to CPT which is a
“spectroscopic” phenomenon that involves only modifi-
cations to the material states in an optically thin sample,
EIT is a phenomenon specific to optically thick media in
which both the optical fields and the material states are
modified.

The optical properties of atomic and molecular gases
are fundamentally tied to their intrinsic energy-level
structure. The linear response of an atom to resonant
light is described by the first-order susceptibility !!1".
The imaginary part of this susceptibility Im#!!1"$ deter-
mines the dissipation of the field by the atomic gas !ab-
sorption", while the real part Re#!!1"$ determines the re-
fractive index. The form of Im#!!1"$ at a dipole-allowed
transition as a function of frequency is that of a Lorent-
zian function with a width set by the damping. The re-
fractive index Re#!!1"$ follows the familiar dispersion
profile, with anomalous dispersion !decrease in Re#!!1"$
with field frequency" in the central part of the absorp-
tion profile within the linewidth. Figure 1 illustrates both
the conventional form of !!1" and the modified form that
results from EIT, as will be discussed shortly.

In the case of laser excitation where the magnitude of
the electric field can be very large we reach the situation
where the interaction energy of the laser coupling di-
vided by " exceeds the characteristic linewidth of the
bare atom. In this case the evolution of the atom-field
system requires a description in terms of state-amplitude
or density-matrix equations. In such a description we
must retain the phase information associated with the
evolution of the atomic-state amplitudes, and it is in this
sense that we refer to atomic coherence and coherent
preparation. This is of course in contrast to the rate-
equation treatment of the state populations often appro-
priate when the damping is large or the coupling is
weak, for which the coherence of the states can be ig-
nored. For a full account of the coherent excitation of
atoms the reader is referred to Shore !1990".

For a two-level system, the result of coherent evolu-
tion is characterized by oscillatory population transfer
!Rabi flopping". The generalization of this coherent situ-
ation to driven three-level atoms leads to many new
phenomena, some of which, such as Autler-Townes split-

ting !Autler and Townes, 1955", dark states, and EIT,
will be the subject of this review. These phenomena can
be understood within the basis of either bare atomic
states or new eigenstates, which diagonalize the com-
plete atom-field interaction Hamiltonian. In both cases
we shall see that interference between alternative exci-
tation pathways between atomic states leads to modified
optical response.

The linear and nonlinear susceptibilities of a #-type
three-level system driven by a coherent coupling field
will be derived in Sec. III. Figure 1 shows the imaginary
and real parts of the linear susceptibility for the case of
a resonant coupling field as a function of the probe field
detuning from resonance. Figure 2 shows the corre-
sponding third-order nonlinear susceptibility. Inspection
of these frequency-dependent dressed susceptibilities re-
veals immediately several important features. One rec-
ognizes that Im#!!1"$ undergoes destructive interference

FIG. 1. Susceptibility as a function of the frequency $p of the
applied field relative to the atomic resonance frequency $31,
for a radiatively broadened two-level system with radiative
width %31 !dashed line" and an EIT system with resonant cou-
pling field !solid line": top, imaginary part of !!1" characterizing
absorption; bottom, real part of !!1" determining the refractive
properties of the medium.

FIG. 2. Absolute value of nonlinear susceptibility for sum-
frequency generation %!!3"% as a function of $p, in arbitrary
units. The parameters are identical to those used in Fig. 1.
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dependent suppression or enhancement in the photoion-
ization cross section.

Experiments by Madden and Codling !1965" showed
the resulting transparency windows in the autoionizing
spectrum of helium. Sometime later the autoionizing in-
terference structures in strontium were used by Arm-
strong and Wynne to enhance sum-frequency mixing in
a frequency up-conversion experiment to generate light
in the vacuum UV !Armstrong and Wynne, 1974".1 In
this wave-mixing experiment the absorption was elimi-
nated in spectral regions where the nonlinear response
remained large, hence an improved efficiency for fre-
quency conversion was reported.

During the 1960s autoionizing spectra were much
studied !see, for example, Garton, 1966". Several authors
addressed the issue of interaction between two or more
spectral series in the same frequency range, where the
interference between closely spaced resonances needs to
be considered !Fano and Cooper, 1965; Shore, 1967".
Shapiro provided the first explicit analysis of the case of
interference between two or more resonances coupled
to a single continuum !Shapiro, 1970". In this case the
interference is mainly between the two transition path-
ways from the ground state to the final state via each of
the two resonances #Fig. 3!b"$. Naturally interference
will be significant only if the spacing between these reso-
nances is comparable to or less than their widths.

Hahn, King, and Harris !1990" showed how this situa-
tion could be used to enhance four-wave mixing. In ex-
periments in zinc vapor that showed significantly in-
creased nonlinear mixing, one of the fields was tuned to
a transition between an excited bound state and a pair of
closely spaced autoionizing states that had a frequency
separation much less than their decay widths.

The case of interference between two closely spaced
lifetime-broadened resonances, decaying to the same
continuum, was further analyzed by Harris !1989". He
pointed out that this will lead to lasing without inver-
sion, since the interference between the two decay chan-
nels eliminates absorption while leaving stimulated
emission from the states unchanged. Although we shall
not discuss the subject of lasing without inversion fur-
ther in this review, this work was an important step in
the story with which we are concerned. A breakthrough
was then made in the work of Imamoglu and Harris
!1989" when it was realized that the pair of closely

spaced lifetime-broadened resonances were equivalent
to dressed states created by coupling a pair of well-
separated atomic bound levels with a resonant laser field
!Fig. 4". They thus proposed that the energy-level struc-
ture required for quantum interference could be engi-
neered by use of an external laser field. Harris et al.
!1990" then showed how this same situation could be
extended to frequency conversion in a four-wave mixing
scheme among atomic bound states with the frequency
conversion hugely enhanced. This is achieved through
the cancellation of linear susceptibility at resonance as
shown in Fig. 1, while the nonlinear susceptibility is en-
hanced through constructive interference. The latter pa-
per was the first appearance of the term electromagneti-
cally induced transparency !EIT", which was used to
describe this cancellation of the linear response by de-
structive interference in a laser-dressed medium.

Boller et al. !1991", in discussing the first experimental
observation of EIT in Sr vapor, pointed out that there
are two physically informative ways that we can view
EIT. In the first we use the picture that arises from the
work of Imamoglu and Harris !1989", in which the
dressed states can be viewed as simply comprising two
closely spaced resonances effectively decaying to the
same continuum !Boller et al., 1991; Zhang et al., 1995".
If the probe field is tuned exactly to the zero-field reso-
nance frequency, then the contributions to the linear sus-
ceptibility due to the two resonances, which are equally
spaced but with opposite signs of detuning, will be equal
and opposite and thus lead to the cancellation of the
response at this frequency due to a Fano-like interfer-
ence of the decay channels. An alternative and equiva-
lent picture is to consider the bare rather than the
dressed atomic states. In this view EIT can be seen as
arising through different pathways between the bare
states. The effect of the fields is to transfer a small but
finite amplitude into state %2&. The amplitude for %3&,
which is assumed to be the only decaying state and thus
the only way to absorption, is thus driven by two
routes—directly via the %1&-%3& pathway, or indirectly via
the %1&-%3&-%2&-%3& pathway !or by higher-order variants".
Because the coupling field is much more intense than
the probe, this indirect pathway has a probability ampli-
tude that is in fact of equal magnitude to the direct path-1See the improved !!3" fit of Armstrong and Beers, 1975.

FIG. 3. Fano interferences of excitation channels into a con-
tinuum: !a" for a single autoionizing resonance; !b" for two
autoionizing states. FIG. 4. Interference generated by coherent coupling: left, co-

herent coupling of a metastable state %2& to an excited state %3&
by the dressing laser generates !right" interference of excita-
tion pathways through the doublet of dressed states %a±&
!Autler-Townes doublet" provided the decay out of state %2& is
negligible compared to that of state %3&.
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Room-temperature quantum memories

Ĥ ! "!!13 # !$!̂11 ! "!13 ! !23$!̂22

!"pEp!̂31 !"cEc!̂32 !
"

#43 # !
"cEc!̂41

!
"

#43 # !
"cEc!̂42 ! "!13 ! #43$!̂44 # H:c:;

where ! is the laser detuning, " is the coupling strength
to the virtual state, !̂ij ! jiihjj, i, j ! 1, 2, 3, 4 are the
atomic raising and lowering operators for i " j, and the
atomic-energy-level population operators for i ! j and
Ep"z; t$ and Ec"z; t$ are the normalized electric field
amplitudes of the probe and control fields. We use the
master equation

_̂$ ! !i%Ĥ; $̂& #
X

m!1;2

#3m"2!̂m3$!̂3m ! !̂33$̂ ! $̂!̂33$

#
X

m!1;2

#4m"2!̂m4$!̂4m ! !̂44$̂ ! $̂!̂44$

# #12"2!̂21$!̂12 ! !̂11$̂ ! $̂!̂11$

together with the Maxwell-Bloch equation !zEp"z; t$ !
i""pN=c$h!̂31"z; t$i to calculate the expected retrieved
pulse shape Eout"t$ and the storage-efficiency bandwidth
response %"!$. Here, L is the atomic sample length, the
#’s being the decay rates of the excited levels, c is the
speed of light in vacuum, and N is the number of atoms.
The room-temperature response is calculated by convolv-
ing two storage-efficiency bandwidths %1"!$ and %2"!$
[corresponding to two excited states in the rubidium
D1 line manifold, blue line in Fig. 2(b)] with a distri-
bution A"!$ ! "

!!!!!!!
ln 2

p
=Wd

!!!
&

p
$f1=%1# "2!$2=W2

d&g. We
have set Wd to 960 MHz to include also pres-
sure broadening effects [obtained from a fit on the
measured transmission profile, Fig. 2(a)]. Defining ! !
!j ! !0 # j!step we calculate the response as %"!j$ !Pimax

i!!imax
A"!i$%"!j#i$. The resultant broadened storage

bandwidth %RT"!$ is presented in Fig. 2(b) (solid red
line). We also account for the varying optical depth at

different ! by multiplying %RT"!$ by the measured trans-
mission profile TRT"!$ [see Fig. 2(a)]. The resultant is the
room-temperature efficiency bandwidth [see Fig. 2(c), red
line]. We perform storage experiments for 1=

!!!
2

p
"jHi#

jVi$ qubits with a storage time of 700 ns over a ! region
of 4 GHz. Figure 2(c) compares these results to our
model. The most striking observation is that the maximum
storage efficiency is not achieved on atomic resonance, but
at detunings beyond the Doppler width. The maximum

(A) (B)

FIG. 1. (a) Dual-rail quantum-memory setup. Probe, red beam paths; control, yellow beam paths; BD, polarization beam displacer;
GLP, Glan-Laser polarizer; SPCM, single-photon counter module. The color-code bar depicts the strength of the collective atomic
excitation. (b) Rubidium D1 line four-level scheme describing the transitions used in the description of the efficiency and background
response. j1i and j2i, ground states; j3i, excited state; j4i, off-resonant virtual state; and !, one-photon laser detuning.
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FIG. 2. (a) Measured transmission profile TRT"!$. (b) Cold
atom storage bandwidths %1"!$ and %2"!$ for the two
excited states of the rubidium D1 line manifold (the blue line
is a master equation prediction of the storage bandwidth) and
room-temperature storage bandwidth %RT"!$ (the solid red
line is the result of the convolution with a velocity distribution).
(c) Overall efficiency response # %%RT"!$&%TRT"!$& (solid red
line) and storage experiments over a 4-GHz scan region with
a central frequency at the F ! 1 to F0 ! 1 D1 line rubidium
transition (blue dots). The error bars are statistical.
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The polarization of each of the retrieved qubit states is
obtained with the following procedure [24]: (a) measure-
ment of the polarization of all the input states, (b) qubit
storage experiment and determination of the output Stokes
vectors (Sout), (c) rotation of input states to match the
orthogonal axis of the normalized stored vectors (Sin),
and (d) evaluation of the total fidelity using F ! 1

2 "1# Sout·
Sin #

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
$1 ! Sout · Sout%$1 ! Sin · Sin%

p
&. We obtain an aver-

age fidelity of 86.6' 0.6%. This result is well above 71%,
the fidelity achievable by a classical memory applying the
intercept-resent attack and 83.6%, the maximum fidelity
achievable considering the more elaborate classical strategy
exploiting the nonunitary character of the memory effi-
ciency, for a system using attenuated coherent states with
hni ! 1 and a storage efficiency of 5% [27]. Furthermore, by
reducing the ROI below 400 ns, the qubit SBR is improved
to 3.7' 0.09 corresponding to fidelities of about 90%.

VI. HIGH-SBR QUANTUM-MEMORY OPERATION

We assume the background response Q$!% to be a
combination of two quantum fields produced by different
physical mechanisms and differing by 13.6 GHz. We test
this concept by replacing one of the etalons in the filtering
system with a similar unit with a different free-spectral ratio.

This allows us to eliminate the background produced by
scattering from the virtual state j4i. Moreover, we design
an alternative noise reduction technique in order to show
the pathway towards noise-free high-fidelity operation. We
achieve noise elimination using a self-interacting spinor
(NESIS) by applying an additional weak auxiliary beam
on resonancewith the5S1=2F ! 1 ! 5P1=2F0 ! 1 transition
that remains on during the complete storage procedure. We
create an interaction between two dark-state-polaritonmodes
(spinor components), one formed by the auxiliary field and
"c, and one by "c and the scattered photons from state j3i
[28]. The interaction between the spinor components results
in maxima or minima in the background noise depending on
the phase relation between the auxiliary and control fields,
independently from the probe field. By storing and retrieving
the probe light with a small two-photon detuning we further
guarantee independence between the two processes, thus
creating a noise-free region without altering the retrieved
photons. A numerical modeling of the complex spinor
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FIG. 4. (a) Single rail storage with SBR of about six where
the histogram of photon counts shows the retrieved signal
(dark blue bars) compared with background counts (light blue
bars); the original pulse is shown by the dotted black line. Inset:
SBR vs storage time (black dots) and experimental fit (redline).
(b) Storage efficiencies for six different input polarizations using
the dual rail system.
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FIG. 5. (a) Noise reduction by introducing an auxiliary field
(dashed red), the interaction between dark-state polaritons
creates a background-free region. Retrieving the probe within
this interval results in a SBR > 25 for the retrieved probe field.
(b) Storage of light at the few-photon level with storage times
! ! 1 "s (# ! 11%, blue), ! ! 14 "s (# ! 5.6%, red), ! ! 28 "s
(# ! 3.1%, orange), and ! ! 42 "s (# ! 1.1%, purple).
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Ultralow-Noise Room-Temperature Quantum Memory for Polarization Qubits
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Here, we show an ultralow-noise regime of operation in a simple quantum memory in warm 87Rb atomic
vapor. By modeling the quantum dynamics of four-level room-temperature atoms, we achieve fidelities
> 90% for single-photon-level polarization qubits, surpassing any classical strategies exploiting the
nonunitary memory efficiency. Additionally, we show experimental techniques capable of producing
fidelities close to unity. Our results demonstrate the potential of simple, resource-moderate experimental
room-temperature quantum devices.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevApplied.8.034023

I. INTRODUCTION

Robust and operational room-temperature quantum
devices are a fundamental cornerstone towards building
quantum networks composed of a large number of light-
matter interfaces [1,2]. Such quantum networks will be the
basis of the creation of quantum repeater networks [3] and
measurement-device-independent quantum cryptography
links [4,5]. Given the recent success in the creation of
elementary playgrounds in which single photons interact
with atoms in controlled low-temperature environments
[6–10], the next technological frontier is the design of
interfaces where such phenomena can be performed
without extra cooling [11–15]. The big challenge for such
a room-temperature operation is to defeat the inherent
strong atomic motion, decoherence, and a considerable
amount of background photons present [16–23]. A perti-
nent metric of these effects is the signal to background
ratio (SBR), defined as !=q, where ! is the retrieved
fraction of a single excitation stored in a quantum memory
and q is the average number of concurrently emitted
photons due to background processes.

II. QUANTUM-MEMORY SETUP AND STORAGE
PARAMETERS OPTIMIZATION

Our experimental setup includes four aspects of utmost
relevance in order to allow for high SBR and quantum-
memory fidelity at the single-photon level.
Dual rail operation.—We store pulses containing on

average one qubit in warm 87Rb vapor using electromag-
netically induced transparency (EIT). Two independent
control beams coherently prepare two volumes within a
single 87Rb vapor cell at 60 °C, containing Kr buffer gas,
thus serving as the storage medium for each mode of a
polarization qubit. We employ two external-cavity diode
lasers phase locked at 6.835 GHz. The probe-field fre-
quency is stabilized to the 5S1=2F ! 1 ! 5P1=2F0 ! 1

transition at a wavelength of 795 nm (detuning !), while

the control field interacts with the 5S1=2F ! 2 !
5P1=2F0 ! 1 transition.
Control field suppression.—Polarization elements

supply 42 dB of control field attenuation (80% probe
transmission), while two temperature-controlled etalon
resonators (linewidths of 40 and 24 MHz) provide an
additional 102 dB. The total probe-field transmission is
4.5% for all polarization inputs, exhibiting an effective,
control-to-probe suppression ratio of 130 dB.
Background-efficiency compromise.—The storage

efficiency and the number of background photons possess
a different dependence on the control field power. Optimal
qubit storage fidelities are obtained for nonmaximal storage
efficiency. A combination of these three techniques was
used in our previous investigation to obtain fidelities
>75% with storage efficiencies of about 5% [24].
Probe temporal duration.—The best impedance match-

ing between the field and the EIT storage medium
is achieved by temporal shaping of the probe-field pulses.
In our previous work, we have experimentally character-
ized the optimal temporal bandwith of the probe photons to
be about 500 ns, using feedforward cascaded storage [25].

III. FULL QUANTUM MODEL OF
ROOM-TEMPERATURE OPERATION

Surpassing any classical strategy exploiting nonunitary
memory efficiencies requires increasing the SBR sub-
stantially. To do so we develop a model of the quantum
dynamics of the room-temperature quantum memory.
We start by considering atoms exhibiting a four-level
energy level scheme interacting with two laser fields "p

(probe) and "c (control), with one-photon detunings !13

and !23, respectively [here, !13 ! !23, see Fig. 1(b)].
We include the off-resonant interaction of the control
field with a virtual state j4i. The phenomenological
Hamiltonian describing the atom-field coupling in a
rotating frame is
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Points to take home:

• Quantum mechanics, once an obscure and un-intuitive annoyance, is 
now a working tool set for a variety of tasks
• Exploit – create, evolve, selectively measure – non-classical 

superposition/entangled states, even among macroscopic objects
• Quantum computing gets the most hype, but the other pillars –

networking, sensors, simulators -- are now also becoming stars
• Our BNL/SBU collaboration is well along in building the first Quantum

Local Area Network for entanglement distribution on Long Island


